Master Plan – Former Alaska Native Service Hospital Site
Municipality of Anchorage – Heritage Land Bank
Public Open House
Thursday, November 8, 2018
4:30 – 7:00 PM
GuestHouse Anchorage Conference Room - 330 E. 4th Ave.
MEETING SUMMARY
The following summary outlines the presentations and discussions of the Public Open House for the
Former Alaska Native Service Hospital Site Master Plan, on Thursday November 8, 2018. The summary is
outlined in sequential order. Questions, comments, and answers are abbreviated by Q, C, and A.
Whenever a question, comment, or answer was provided by the HLB project team PT is noted in
parenthesis; whenever questions, comments, and answers were provided by an attendee who stated
their name or affiliation their name and/or organization is noted in parenthesis; all other questions,
comments, and answers were from the general public.
4:30 – 5:00 Open House
The beginning of the meeting started with an open house. Poster boards depicting the four draft master
plan concepts were placed around the room for attendees to review. Along with the four concepts that
the HLB project team had developed, one of the community groups, the Third Avenue Radicals, brought
a large poster board of a concept that they independently hired a landscape architect to develop. These
concepts were all displayed for people to browse 30 minutes prior to the presentations.
5:00 – 6:00 Presentation #1
Welcome and Introductions
Holly Spoth-Torres, PLA and the Public Involvement Specialist with Huddle AK, began the meeting by
welcoming the attendees and introducing the project team:
Heritage Land Bank (HLB)
•
•

Nicole Jones-Vogel, AICP, Land Management Officer
Kristy Despars, Land Management Officer

The Boutet Company (TBC)
•
•
•

Tanya Hickok, PE
Jacques Boutet, PE
Todd Jacobson, PE

Huddle AK
•
•

Holly Spoth-Torres, PLA
Bri Keifer, PLA

There were over 45 attendees at the first presentation including representatives from various
organizations, politicians, residents, businesses, and the KTVA Chanel 11 news.

Christopher Constant, the assembly representative for District 1 – Downtown Anchorage, also welcomed
the group stating that he was excited to see this level of planning happening and strained that the rich
history of the property is what make what makes this site so valuable to the community.
Holly, continued the presentation by reviewing the meeting objectives, project purpose, and project
vision.
Project Overview:
“Demolition and conveyance of the original Alaska Native Service Hospital near the intersection
of 3rd Ave. and Ingra St presented the Municipality of Anchorage with two large tracts of land.
Strong community interest prompted a master planning process to guide site redevelopment.
The plan will include innovative land-use options to meet community and private sector needs,
address environmental considerations, and consider current and future economic conditions.”
Project Vision:
In order to develop a plan that meets an overall intent and goal, the plan should have a vision statement
that sets the foundation for the master plan. The vision statement for this project was the result of the
first and second SWG meetings. At the first meeting the SWG was asked to write down words and
phrases of what they envision for the site in 2040. That exercise resulted in a word cloud that was used
to develop a vision statement. The SWG took that vision statement and edited it in their second meeting
coming up with:
“The former Alaska Native Service Hospital Site is a vibrant, mixed-use extension of beautiful
Downtown Anchorage. The site celebrates its history and culture while creating a future model
for neighborhood economic revitalization, community development, and community cohesion.”
About the Heritage Land Bank
Nicole Jones-Vogel, AICP and land management officer with the HLB, provided an overview of the HLB
and its role in the Municipality, emphasizing three things:
1. The HLB manages vacant uncommitted land for the Municipality.
2. The HLB is not tax supported and runs on the funds generated by the properties it manages.
3. The HLB operates through a public process by having its work plan open to the public and
reviewed by an Advisory Commission and the Assembly.
Nicole introduced the three of the commissioners that were attending the meeting, including: Wende
Wilber, Peggy Looney, and Ron Tenny.
Project Schedule and Stakeholder Working Group (SWG) Structure
Holly reviewed the project schedule and what has been completed to date:
 August 2018: SWG Meeting #1 – Project Introduction – COMPLETE
 September 2018: SWG Meeting #2 – Group Planning Charrette – Brainstorm a range of
alternatives – COMPLETE
 November 2018: Community Open House – Gather broad input on a range of
alternatives






December 2018: SWG Meeting #3 – Review public input
January 2019: SWG Meeting #4 – Develop preferred alternative
February 2019 – Public Review
March - April 2019 – HLB Advisory Commission Review

To date, the project has progressed with the help of a SWG, a group of public entities, nonprofit groups,
and community members working together through a series of meetings to: analyze the constraints and
opportunities of the site, develop the project vision, and develop the first four master plan concepts.
Holly reviewed a list of the organizations that were invited to be a part of the SWG:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

East Downtown Action Group
3rd Avenue Radicals
Alaska Food Policy Council (AFPC)
Brother Francis
Beans Café
Southcentral Foundation
Downtown Community Council
Fairview Community Council
CAP Team / Anchorage Police Department
Municipality of Anchorage - Parks and Recreation
Municipality of Anchorage - Planning Department
Alaska Department of Transportation & Public Facilities
State of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium
Anchorage Community Land Trust

Site Analysis
Tanya Hickock, PE and planner with TBC, gave reviewed the site information, including:
•

•

•

Land Use – Regulatory
 In the recently adopted Anchorage 2040 Land Use Plan, the site uses are identified as a mix
of Park/Natural area, Light Industrial, City Center, and Community Facility.
 The site sits just outside of the Fairview Neighborhood plan boundary, and it is shown as
green space in the plan’s land use map.
Economic/Zoning
 The site is zoned PLI – Public Lands and Institutions. The surrounding zoning districts
include: I2 – Heavy Industrial District to the north and east, RO – Residential Office District
and PLI – Park land to the west, and RO as well as B3 – General Business District directly
south.
Environment
 Topography – There is a steep vegetated bluff along the northside of the lot. The remainder
of the lot facing 3rd Ave. is flat.
 The site falls within two seismic zones: seismic zone 4 and zone 5. What that means is that
any large structural development in seismic zone 5 will require more robust engineering and
will need to go before the Geotechnical Advisory Commission of Anchorage.

Contamination - Test wells detected contamination over 20-feet below the ground surface
and there is an open water area in the northeast corner of the site. This means that
anything on-site should use Municipally supplied water, and that the open water area
should be fenced off to prevent access.
Transportation – Infrastructure – Connectivity
 The site is adjacent to 3rd Ave. which is a minor arterial.
 The Ship Creek multiuse non-motorized trail is within a mile of the site, but there is currently
no direct connection to the trail from the area.
 There is a bus stop adjacent to the site.


•

Q: How much area is covered by the seismic zone 5?
A (PT): Approximately 10 acres of the site falls under the seismic zone 5 category.
Cultural Significance and SWG Process
Holly provided additional background on the history and the community significance of the site. As the
former Alaska Native Service Hospital there have been a lot of significant life events on the site. Many
people view the land as sacred. The sacredness and significance were main considerations during the
development of concepts. The property falls within the Downtown Community Council and within a
half-a-mile from the Government Hill, Mountain View, and Fairview Community Councils.
Tanya presented the four concepts that the project team developed by working with the SWG.

Concept 1 – Mixed-Use: Commercial

Concept 1 Uses:
•

•

•
•
•

Green Space (41%):
o Dog Park
o Neighborhood Park
o Community Orchard
o Pedestrian Pathways
Commercial (30%):
o Coffee Shop
o Restaurant
o Brewery & Grocery
o Urban Agriculture
Residential (15%)
Mixed-Use (11%):
o Retail on first story / Residential on upper stories
Public (3%):
o Library, Community Center, or Educational Facility

Q: There are several areas in Concept 1 that are described as “urban agriculture” and “green”, would
these green areas include a community garden where people could rent out plots of land?
A (PT): Concept 1 does not include community garden plots, but some of the other concepts do.
Q: How many concepts are there, and how are you framing each concept, i.e. what are the constraints
and challenges you used to make layout decisions? The current concept is a bit of a ‘fruit salad’, a mix of
a lot of things and I am wondering how that came to be.
A (PT): The constraints that we used to organize land use elements on the site include seismic zones,
topography, and appropriate roadway access. For example, on Concept 1 we used the seismic zone to
separate more-dense versus less-dense uses. The large buildings are in seismic zone 4 and the uses that
are less dense or do not require buildings are in seismic zone 5. The other parameter we used to
establish uses in each concept was the vision statement that the SWG came up with. This concept is a bit
of a mix, but it is based on the SWG exercises and the vision that was established. Concept 1 provides a
large variety of uses whereas the other concepts are more focused.
Q: How much land area is outside of seismic zone 5?
A (PT): Approximately 5 acres are outside of seismic zone 5.
Q: What happened to the Alaska Department of Transportation’s (DOT) highway plan through this
parcel?
A (PT): DOT has been exploring different alternatives for the highway, and our understanding is that this
alternative is no longer one of the preferred routes. Therefore, we are not showing the highway
connection through the DOT right-of-way.
Q: What is the residential density in this concept?
A: Approximately 2 dwelling units per acre.
C (Representative of the Alaska Trucking Association): The trucking association is concerned that these
plans do not emphasize the importance of 3rd avenue as a freight corridor.

A (James Starzec with AK DOT&PF): There have been several design studies for this area. For now, there
are no plans to use this right-of-way as a highway connection. We cannot say whether the plans here
are obsolete, but we do not see anything happening here for the next 20-30 years.
C (Representative of the Trucking Association): 20-30 years out is a long way out, we need to focus on
what can be done there now. We want to enhance and maintain downtown, but we also want to make
sure freight is making it to where is needs to go effectively.
Concept 2 – Mixed-Use: Residential

Concept 2 Uses:
•

•
•
•

Green Space (40%):
o Memorial Park
o Community Garden
o Dog Park
o Orchard
o Peony Farm
o Pedestrian Pathways
Commercial (16%):
o Grocery & Restaurant & Coffee Shop
o Urban Agriculture
Residential (30%)
Mixed-Use (15%)
o Commercial on bottom / Residential on upper stories

Q: It looks like there is a lot more parking than the first concept, it that correct?

A: Yes, the commercial uses in concept 2 does require more parking.
C: The hours of proposed uses should be considered when planning for required parking.
Q: Is there a public space element on concept 2?
A: No, concept 2 does not include a public facility.
Concept 3 – Community Focus

Concept 3 Uses:
•

•

•

Green Space (50%):
o Dog Park
o Community Garden
o Community Orchard
o Pedestrian Pathways
Commercial (35%):
o Food/Coffee Shop
o Urban Agriculture
o Farmers Market
Public (14%):
o Amphitheater

C (PT): Overall this would be more of a 6 months-out-of-the-year concept, because there are no yearround commercial buildings or residential uses, unless the urban agriculture had indoor operations.
C (Assembly member - Christopher Constant): This is the concept that most celebrates the site, this is
not a 6 months-out-of-the-year concept, the site could be used year-round.

Q: What are the uses of the amphitheater?
A (Assembly member - Christopher Constant): It could be used as a concert area for music and dancing.
The Moose’s Tooth puts on sold out outdoor concerts in their parking lot every year why not make it
work in a venue here.
C: The area on the site with the large slope used to have a ski jump.
C: The amphitheater really speaks to me, I am native Alaskan and I could see all kinds of cultural events
and parties taking place in the amphitheater, like native dancing, and meetings.
Q: Where would the money come from?
A (PT): We have not looked at all the specifics an implementation phasing plan, but we will further along
in the project process. Something to keep in mind is that no matter our implementation plan it will
depend on project partners and whether the right public and private sector partners have the financial
backing to make it work.
Q: Where would the money come from?
A (PT): There would need to be an economic study done to look at financing, it could be private or public
funds depending on the preferred concept that is selected and project partners.
A (Assemblymember - Christopher Constant): Something to keep in mind is that plans have big prices
tags. For example, the Fairview Neighborhood plan would have a billion-dollar price tag if everything
was actually implemented, but that is ok, the idea is to dream big and then work towards that dream
project by project.
Concept 4 – Mixed-Use

Concept 4 Uses:
•

•

•
•
•

Green Space (57%):
o Dog Park
o Neighborhood Park
o Memorial Park
o Farming
o Pedestrian Pathways
Commercial (13%):
o Grocery & Restaurant & Coffee Shop
o Urban Agriculture
o Brewery
Residential (4%)
Mixed-Use (10%)
o Retail on first story / Residential on upper stories
Public (15%):
o Amphitheater

Q: Are the residential areas owned privately, by Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Cook Inlet
Tribal Council (CITC), Cook Inlet Housing Authority (CIHA), or by a different entity? Will you be housing
the groups of people that you are trying to memorialize?
A (PT): We do not have specific housing partners at this time, but if there was an organization interested
in this project we would be open to the partnership.
Q (John Tatham – 3rd Ave. Radicals): What is the next step after going through this process?
A (PT): Once we have a preferred alternative, we will be developing an implementation plan that will
outline the next steps. The next steps depend on the preferred alternative that is selected, but we are
picturing the next steps to include predevelopment processes such as subdividing the land, rezoning, or
selling off portions of the land. The implementation process will become part of the HLB’s work plan
that both the HLB Advisory Commission and Assembly review.
C (Assemblymember - Christopher Constant): When plans are adopted, we can advocate for what is in
the scope of the plan. That is how we make projects happen by adopting the plan, then advocating for
different elements to happen.
Q: All the options have green space in them correct? Would these be publicly owned green spaces?
A (Assemblymember - Christopher Constant): Publicly owned green space in this area creates a
dilemma, a lot of the public parks in this area, for example, the Ben Crawford Park next door is
completely trashed and unsafe. There needs to be a sense of place, ownership, and private investment
for a green space to work in this area.
A (PT): The green spaces we are showing do not necessarily need to be publicly owned and operated.
There are diverse models for public-private partnerships that could be adopted here. It is an opportunity
to reimagine the traditional park.
Q: Could the green space be owned collectively by the residential units on the site or by the businesses
of the site?
A (PT): There are different ways that the ownership could work, this will depend on the preferred
concept alternative, and what makes sense between the different partners. This will be something we
will explore when coming up with the implementation plan.

Q: Is there contamination on the site?
A (PT): There were test wells that detected contamination over 20-feet below the ground surface and
there is open water area in the northeast corner of the site. This means that anything on-site should use
Municipally supplied water, and that the open water area should be fenced off to prevent access.
C (Dick Mandsager - Hospital Administrator at the Former Alaska Native Service Hospital): When the
hospital left the site, they tried to do so in an environmentally sound way. I am very excited to see this
project happening. I was a hospital administrator when the hospital moved locations. The site is sacred
for many, it was a place of joy, life, sorrow, and loss. On the last night of the hospital we held a 24-hour
vigil. I was sitting around a large fire we had going through the night. There I met a woman from
Dillingham who had been sent to the hospital when she was in 8th grade for tuberculosis. Now she was
back at the hospital for her husband’s cancer treatment. This woman’s life had two book-ends at this
sacred place.
Q: Why does the community-focused concept not have a community center?
A (PT): We wanted to show variations of different uses, although concept 2 does not have a community
center it is something that could be added.
C: Consider adding a community center to Concept 2.
C (ABATE Alaska Bikers Advocating Training & Education Representative): I am with ABATE, in the past
we have had talks with HLB about using this site for motorcycle training. We think using the site for
education and safety would be valuable. Is this still a possibility in the interim before any development
happens?
A (PT): We are not ruling anything out now, we would like to see the site activated in a safe way and are
open to different ideas such as this. We will investigate short term possibilities.
C: In the short term the area needs to be cleaned up.
C (Assemblymember - Christopher Constant): When we were talking about using this site for farming, I
thought that the motorcycle idea would conflict with that, but after thinking about it some more I
realized that the timing of these uses does not need to overlap, and a parking lot could serve both uses.
C (Rob Cupples – 3rd Ave. Radicals and nearby property owner): We own 4-6 lots across from Gamble
with parking space. We see a lot of issues in the parking area and would like to activate those lots when
they are not used for parking.
C (Rob Cupples – 3rd Ave. Radicals and nearby property owner): I would like to see residential here, it is
important to have people on-site 24 hours a day to improve safety and increase use. I really like the
center memorial piece.
C: This could become an iconic part of downtown to commemorate indigenous cultures.
C: Downtown Anchorage could be framed with the water to the west and this site on the east with
memorial and land mark to indigenous cultures.
C: I like the amphitheater and I could picture big events there like memorials, native dance
performances, and parties. The site should help reduce homelessness. The amphitheater speaks to me, I
could see native events happening there.
C (Curtis McQueen – CEO of Eklutna Inc.): I am with the native village of Eklutna. There used to be a BIA
(Bureau of Indian Affairs) school in Eklutna that was tied to the hospital, so there are a lot of Eklutna
people that are connected to the site in a meaningful way. I am heartened by all the things I am

hearing. It is inspiring to see the commemoration and celebration of this sacred site, and the indigenous
people of this place, it is very beautiful and meaningful. No matter which concept is chosen, I believe the
commemoration of the Alaskan Native culture is represented in all of them. I will share everything I have
heard with Eklutna and would like to thank everyone for the thoughtful work.
Holly ended the first presentation by reviewing next steps in the process:





December 2018 or January 2019: SWG Meeting #3 – Review public input
January – February 2019: SWG Meeting #4 – Develop preferred alternative
February - March 2019 – Public Review
March - April 2019 – HLB Advisory Commission Review

6:15 – 7:00 Presentation #2
Presentation #2 began at 6:15. This meeting had three members of the public attending. The project
team, Nicole, Holly, and Tanya ran through the same presentation as the one that started 5:00pm. They
reviewed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Overview
Project Vision
About the Heritage Land Bank
Project Schedule
Stakeholder Working Group (SWG) Structure
Site Analysis
Cultural Significance
SWG Process
Concept 1 – Mixed-Use: Commercial
Concept 2 – Mixed-Use: Residential
Concept 3 – Community Focus
Concept 4 – Mixed-Use

The group then had an open discussion of comments and questions:
Q: Does the land bank work like an entity like BLM where it is more of a land owner than a program
operator?
A (PT): The HLB manages uncommitted land of the Municipality.
Q: Was the hospital used after the earthquake?
A (PT): Yes, the hospital was used into the 90s prior to the land transfer to the Municipality.
Q: Is the HLB independent from the Municipality of Anchorage?
A (PT): The HLB is a division within the Real Estate Department within the Municipality of Anchorage.
Q: What was the impetus of this project?
A (PT): This project and process was the result of citizens pushing for something to happen at this site.
The HLB was also planning to activate the site at some point, because vacant land is not the long-term
sustainable solution for this site.
Q: Some of the concepts show a circle in the center, how big is the circle and what does it represent?
A (PT): The old hospital site also had a circle at the same location, the circle would be a memorial to the
hospital site. Our understanding is that there use to be an evergreen tree there that they would

decorate for Christmas, that the hospital transplanted the evergreen when they moved to the new
campus. The circle is about 100-feet in diameter.
Q: I see that one of the concepts includes a library, does the bequest for the downtown library have
geographic constraints to downtown? Would this location serve as a downtown library? (A woman left a
large bequest for the Municipality to develop a library in downtown Anchorage.)
A (PT): We would need to check on whether that bequest would be applicable to a library at this
location.
Q: How would the dog park on the slope work?
A (PT): It could be a more natural dog park with trails through the trees.
C: I love the idea of grocery, library, dog park, and areas to wander around.
C: I like the idea of addressing food security, having a demonstration of what can be done locally is
exciting. A good example of locally grown food is at the Lutheran Church garden, a lot of produce can
come from a small area. The church donates extra food to a food pantry.
C: I am a member of the Food Policy Council, I do not know all the details of their plans, but food
education is important to me, and I like what I see from their involvement in the project. I would like to
see green houses, education programs, and a connection to the refugee community. The Cooperative
Extension would be a good partner.
C: Growing food in Anchorage has drastically changed since the 90s due to climate change. There is
opportunity to grow more than what was previously possible, such as various fruit trees.
C: I think the cultural connection is incredibly valuable. It is like the circle represents the heart of the
site. The library could also have a native cultural element.
C: The museum has done a lot on food education related to processing and storage. There could be a
processing component to on this site, like what the museum is doing.
C: Residential development is in desperate need in Anchorage.
C: I really like what I am seeing in all the concepts, it is exciting to see these thoughtful uses proposed.
The second meeting ended with a final question from the project team.
Q (PT): How did you hear about the meeting?
A: I saw the add in the paper.
A: Through the Fairview Community Council emails.
A: Through the Food Policy Council.
Comment Forms
Comment forms were handed out with three prompts, below are the responses that were submitted:
1. What is your preferred master plan concept and why?
• Each presentation showed great respect for the historical life of the land.
• All the plans that include the memorial circle.
• Concept 3 or 4 with additional educational space. Shared parking is great.
• Multi-use plan that can also be used for winter activities.

•

A mix of all. Want to see a mixed public use, green and residential with accommodations
for a motorcycle range.
• They all have potential. The area needs development soon even temporary use to clean
up the area.
• A blend of educational and public use.
2. It there something missing that you think the final master plan should include?
• A public education use program dedicated to safety and education, ABATE of Alaska –
public use area for motorcycle training and additional parking.
• Build as much housing as possible!
• More educational space with temporary zoning change and allowance for more
immediate use.
• Educational aspect – ABATE of Alaska training course. We’d like to propose a section 3
acres flat topography to pave and develop for training motorcycle riding preliminary
activity. Is temporary zoning possible for this without expensive permitting?
• Education aspect was missing (ABATE of Alaska). Would like to propose a mixed public
use of three acres of flat land. This could be used for motorcycle training and when not
in use for farmers market. During the winter could be used for snowmobile training.
• Educational aspect/use.
• Educational aspect use.
3. Other Comments.
• As a board member it would be nice to include ABATE of Alaska in furthering the sites
use. ABATE can be useful in an initial site use which produces a positive first step in
developing this area.
• I really like the “memorial park” circle. Somehow bringing forward the “sacredness” of
the site and honoring the 44 years that AK Native Health Care was delivered on the site
is important. I am so happy to see ideas for mixed use bring discussed.
• We have an immediate need for a preliminary solution to develop land ASAP.
• A concept with public use for a motorcycle range which can start sooner rather than
later. It can be multiuse as motorcycle training isn’t 24/7. Have it incorporated into a
long range plan.
• ABATE of Alaska would like to be added to the site plan. We offer motorcycle training
and education with out training courses 501c3 nonprofit. We have leased from the
Municipality since 1991 and have a large stake in the community.
• ABATE of Alaska is requesting to be added to the site plan. We have taught motorcycle
safety since 1991.
• There is loud traffic on 3rd Ave., consider doing parking along the road instead of
buildings.

